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Radio active iodine treatment is available
only in big private/government/

municipal hospitals, and not in an average 3
star hospitals, which are abundant all over
the country. There are only 8-10 centres in
whole of Mumbai. All the nuclear medicine
departments confirm the diagnosis of Graves’
disease causing hyperthyroidism one hundred
per cent by doing thyroid scan, thyroid
antibodies tests (especially against TSH
receptor) in order to exclude the other causes
of hyperthyroidism where the treatment can
cause harm to the patient.  Similarly
pregnant women are not given the treatment.
But then all this is not the responsibility of
the GP because fortunately it is the nuclear
medicine department which is responsible.

Then what is the role of a GP in the
management of such a patient. This
management can be described under 3
headings after the patient is administered the
dose of Radio Active Iodine.

1. Role of steroids : They should be offered
to patients, who have already got
advanced hyperthyroidism and in some
of these patients the symptoms can
increase for a couple of days after the
dose of RAI2.  Fortunately, this is not very
common and can be controlled with
steroids.

2. Propranolol:  RAI2 on an average takes

about 6 weeks to show the clinical effect
so it is always better to put these patients
on oral propranolol in a dose of 40-100
mg (depending on the pulse rate), which
can be tapered off at the end of 6-8 weeks.

3. Thyroxin:  In my experience, nearly all
these patients who have on RAI2 therapy
develop hypothyroidism for which they
will have to take oral thyroxin tablets
lifetime. The moment they hear this
statement many of them hesitate to take
RAI2. They have to be convinced that
surgical treatment is much more
hazardous and of course very costly in
modern days.

The important thing that GP is supposed
to do is to find out the time when the patient
develops the symptoms of hypothyroidism and
start immediate oral thyroxin before the
patient grumbles about the complaints which
he connects with the original thyroid disease.
The complaints could be puffiness of face, body
ache, cramps, muscle ache and generalized
weakness. In all these patients, it is difficult
to predict when (after how many months) the
patient will develop hypothyroidism.
Monthly blood test of TSH will help. The
moment it increases more than 10 be ready
to start thyroxin.

I usually wait ti l l  either the patient
develops symptoms of hypothyroidism or the
TSH levels reach around 30. Of course each
patient will need a different dose of thyroxin
lifetime. This can be decided by repeating
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STATINS, THE CHOLESTEROL CONTROVERSY, AND PREVENTIVE CARDIOLOGY

It may come as a surprise, at least to some younger physicians, that as recently as the 1960s the role
of blood cholesterol in coronary heart disease was considered by most practitioners as “case not
proved”.

Then, in 1984, the important results of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) sponsored Coronary
Primary Prevention Trial, of which I was part, were reported.

The statins have already earned their place alongside quinine, aspirin, and penicillin as drugs that
revolutionized medicine. Preventive cardiology now competes successfully with cardiac catheterization
and revascularization.

In any case, it is fair to say that statins, because of their safety and effectiveness have already saved
many lives and have resolved any lingering doubts about the value of lowering cholesterol.

These drugs were equally effective in men and in women, in the old and in the young, in people with
diabetes and in the non-diabetic. Larger doses were used to reduce LDL cholesterol concentrations
to unprecedented new lows.

Although Lipitor was the fifth statin to reach market, it quickly jumped into first place. Annual sales
ultimately topped US $12 billion per year in 2007, making it the best-selling drug in history.

The reduction in fatal and non-fatal infarction in statin trials to date has averaged 30-35% and that
is quite remarkable. However, I think the results of these trials underestimate the ultimate potential
of the statins. First of all, the trials have mostly run the canonical 5 years, results of longer-term
treatment may well be even more impressive. Second almost all the studies have used monotherapy;
we know we can lower LDL concentrations more effectively with combined drug treatment and we
know that the results support the position of those who say “the lower the better”. Finally, the trials
to date have dealt mostly with people aged 60 years and older i.e., people who already have advanced
arterial lesions – predictably results will be more impressive if we intervene earlier, when the
lesions are less advanced and possibly more readily reversible. The story of the statins is not over;
the best is yet to come.
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TSH levels every 1-2 months (after starting
the treatment). Till the levels reach normal.
Most of these patients need 50-100 µg of oral
thyroxin. They should be positively told not
to stop these tablets (lifetime) a fact which

majority of the patients refuse to digest and
in their mind half heartedly blame the doctor
for giving them a new lifelong disease instead
of an acute short i l lness of few weeks
duration.


